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Abstract. We consider the McKay correspondence for a general quotient surface
singularity via Hilbert scheme of G-orbits. By reformulating Wunram’s results [W] in terms
of derived functors, we shall generalize results by Ito and Nakamura [IN2] in the form con-
jectured by Riemenschneider [R2].

1. Introduction

Ito and Nakamura [IN2] introduced the notion of the Hilbert scheme of G-orbits
and gave another formulation of the McKay correspondence [M] for simple singularities.
In this paper, we consider the case of general quotient surface singularities. We shall obtain
a correspondence in terms of a derived functor discussed in [BKR] and we shall generalize
the results of Ito and Nakamura.

Before going into details, let us review the history of the problem. The McKay cor-
respondence [M] for a finite subgroup G of SLð2;CÞ gives a bijective correspondence of
non-trivial irreducible representations of G to irreducible exceptional curves of the mini-
mal resolution of the simple singularity C2=G. Since this observation depends on explicit
computations on group representations, e¤orts were made to understand this phenomenon
geometrically. Gonzalez-Sprinberg and Verdier [GV] described the McKay correspondence
as an isomorphism of Grothendieck groups with case-by-case checking. Then Artin and
Verdier [AV] gave a short proof using properties of reflexive modules over rational surface
singularities. Hilbert scheme of G-orbits (G-Hilb), introduced by Nakamura, allows us a
moduli-theoretic approach to the problem. Ito and Nakamura [IN2], noting that G-Hilb is
the minimal resolution, gave another way to associate a representation to an irreducible
component of the exceptional locus. They studied I=mI as representations of G for ideals
I in the exceptional locus of G-Hilb. Their arguments were based on case-by-case analysis.
On the other hand, the McKay correspondence was understood as an equivalence of de-
rived categories by Kapranov and Vasserot [KV] and generalized to higher dimensions in-
cluding all the cases of finite subgroups of SLð3;CÞ by Bridgeland, King and Reid [BKR].

In this paper, we shall generalize the original situation to the case of a finite small
subgroup G of GLð2;CÞ. In general, there are less irreducible exceptional curves than non-



trivial irreducible representations and we cannot expect equivalence of derived categories
nor isomorphism of Grothendieck groups. But Wunram [W] defined a subclass, the class
of special irreducible representations (see Section 4), in terms of reflexive modules; he gave
a bijective correspondence of non-trivial special representations to irreducible exceptional
curves. On the other hand, when G is a cyclic group, Kidoh [K] gave a concrete description
of G-Hilb in terms of continued fraction expansions; in particular, she proved that G-Hilb
is the minimal resolution. Riemenschneider [R2], looking at her result, pointed out that we
can generalize Ito-Nakamura’s result to the cyclic group case by considering special repre-
sentations. In this paper, we shall give such a generalization for an arbitrary finite small
subgroup. Our proof is based on: the adjointness of two derived functors discussed by
Bridgeland, King and Reid [BKR]; and a reformulation of Wunram’s results [W], which
gives the McKay correspondence on derived category level.

Let us state the results more precisely. Let GHGLð2;CÞ be a finite small subgroup,
that is, a finite subgroup acting freely on C2nf0g. Recall that a G-cluster Z is a finite sub-
scheme of C2 such that Z is G-invariant and thatH 0ðOZÞ is the regular representation of G.
Let G-HilbðC2Þ be the moduli space of G-clusters on C2; this is a finite union of connected
components of the G-fixed point locus

�
HilbKGðC2Þ

�G
of HilbKGðC2Þ. Then G-HilbðC2Þ is

smooth since so is HilbKGðC2Þ (Fogarty [F]) and since the G-action can be locally line-
arized. We don’t know the connectedness of G-HilbðC2Þ (which will be proved in section 8)
at this stage and so let Y denote the connected component dominating C2=G. In the case
GH SLð2;CÞ, Ito and Nakamura proved the following. (Crawley-Boevey [C] gave a proof
of this result without case-by-case checking, by using the theory of preprojective algebras.)

Theorem (Ito-Nakamura, [IN2]). When GH SLð2;CÞ, the following hold.

(1) Y is the minimal resolution of C2=G.

(2) There is a bijection of irreducible exceptional curves fE1; . . . ;Eng with non-trivial

irreducible representations fr1; . . . ; rng such that

Iy=ðmIy þ nÞG
ri if y A Ei; and y B Ej ð j3 iÞ;
ri l rj if y A Ei XEj;

�

where n ¼ ðmGÞOC2 .Moreover this bijection coincides with original McKay’s correspondence.

For general finite small GHGLð2;CÞ, Riemenschneider [R2] conjectured that both
the assertions hold, where in (2) we should choose special representations; his conjecture is
verified explicitly in the case of cyclic groups by virtue of the work of Kidoh [K].

Both parts of his conjecture will be proved in this paper. We shall prove that Y is the
minimal resolution in Theorem 3.1, where a basic property of reflexive modules is essential.
The correspondence as in (2) will be given in Theorem 7.1; we shall determine the repre-
sentation Iy=mIy for y in the exceptional locus. We shall also determine the socle of OZ in
Theorem 7.2. For these, we shall consider the derived categories DcðY Þ of coherent sheaves
with compact support on Y and DG

c ðC2Þ of G-equivariant coherent sheaves with compact
support on C2. By using the universal family of G-clusters, we can define an adjoint pair of
functors between these derived categories as in [KV] and [BKR]. The most essential part is
Theorem 5.1, which is a reformulation of Wunram’s ‘multiplication formula’ on reflexive
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modules. It can be seen to be the McKay correspondence on derived category level (though
not an equivalence) and in fact is a generalization of a result in [KV]. The connectedness of
G-Hilb will also be proved by using the adjointness of these functors in Theorem 8.1.

Acknowledgements. The author is grateful to Oswald Riemenschneider, whose lec-
ture in Kyoto led him to the problem. This work is based on invaluable discussions with
Yukari Ito, Rie Kidoh and Hiraku Nakajima in a seminar at Tokyo Metropolitan Uni-
versity, where the author gave a talk on [BKR] to which he owes a lot. He also expresses
his thanks to Alastair King for useful suggestions.

2. Representations, reflexive modules and full sheaves

Let GHGLð2;CÞ be a finite small subgroup, where G is said to be small if it acts
freely on C2nf0g. We denote by X ¼ C2=G the associated quotient singularity with quo-
tient map

p: C2 ! X ;

and by

f: ~XX ! X

the minimal resolution with fundamental cycle F . In this section, we review the corre-
spondence among representations of G, reflexive modules on X and full sheaves on ~XX . To
establish these correspondences as bijections without inessential arguments, we should con-
sider the germ of X at 0 and its fiber instead of X and ~XX respectively. But by abuse of ter-
minology, we say ‘reflexive modules on X ’ and ‘full sheaves on ~XX ’ even when we should
consider the germs.

Let r be a (finite dimensional) representation of G. We define the associated OX -
module as

M :¼ ðOC2 nC r
ÞG;

where we use the contragradient r
 of r according to [GV]. Then M is a reflexive module
on X ; M is said to be reflexive if the canonical map of M to its double dual M44 is an iso-
morphism. This is equivalent to the condition MGH 0ðXnf0g;MjXnf0gÞ since X is normal
and 2-dimensional. In the above way, we have a bijective correspondence of representa-
tions of G to reflexive modules on X .

For a reflexive module M on X , we define a coherent sheaf ~MM ¼ f
M=torsion on ~XX .
Then we have the following lemma (see [E]).

Lemma 2.1. ~MM has the following properties.

(1) ~MM is a locally free sheaf.

(2) ~MM is generated by global sections.

(3) R1f

�
ð ~MMÞ4nK ~XX

�
¼ 0.

This motivates the following definition.
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Definition 2.2 ([E]). A locally free sheaf M on ~XX with the above properties is called
a full sheaf.

By associating ~MM to M, we obtain a bijective correspondence of reflexive modules to
full sheaves on ~XX (see [E]).

Thus we have bijective correspondences of representations, reflexive modules and full
sheaves. In this correspondence, an irreducible representation corresponds to an indecom-
posable reflexive module and to an indecomposable full sheaf.

3. Minimality of Y

Let GHGLð2;CÞ be a small finite subgroup and Y LG-HilbðC2Þ be as in the in-
troduction. In this section, we show the following.

Theorem 3.1. Y is the minimal resolution of X ¼ C2=G.

Proof. Let p: C2 ! X ¼ C2=G be the quotient map and f: ~XX ! X the minimal res-
olution. If we identify C2 with the graph of p in C2 � X , then the second projection makes
p
OC2 a quotient of the OX -algebra OX nC H 0ðOC2ÞGOX ½x1; x2� by its G-invariant ideal
(sheaf ). Since f
 is right exact, f
p
OC2 is a quotient of O~XX ½x1; x2� by its ideal sheaf. The
torsion part (as an O~XX -module) of f


p
OC2 must be preserved by its local endomorphisms as
an O~XX -module and in particular by multiplications by local sections of O~XX ½x1; x2�. This shows
that the torsion part is an O~XX ½x1; x2�-submodule and hence p
OC2g is again a quotient of
O~XX ½x1; x2� by its G-invariant ideal sheaf. p
OC2g is locally free by Lemma 2.1 and therefore
it gives rise to a flat family of G-clusters parameterized by ~XX . Thus we have a morphism
~XX ! G-HilbðC2Þ which induces an isomorphism away from the fibers over 0 A C2=G. Since
~XX is the mininal resolution and Y is non-singular, we obtain an isomorphism ~XX GY . r

If we denote by ZHY � C2 the universal subscheme, we have the following com-
mutative diagram:

Z ���!q C2

p

???y
???yp

Y ���!f X ¼ C2=G:

ð3:1Þ

Put R ¼ p
OZ. Then R is a locally free sheaf on Y since p is flat and finite.

Corollary 3.2. R is a full sheaf. Moreover, if r is a representation of G, then�
p

�
q
ðOC2 n r
Þ

��G
is also a full sheaf.

Proof. In the proof of the theorem, we saw that RG p
OC2g and hence is a full sheaf.
We can decompose R with respect to the G-action as

R ¼
L
r

Rr n r
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where r runs through all the irreducible representations. If r is an irreducible representa-
tion, then

�
p

�
q
ðOC2 n r
Þ

��G
GRr is a direct summand of the full sheaf R and also is a

full sheaf. r

4. Wunram’s special representations and the multiplication formula

Generalizing the original McKay correspondence to the case of a general finite small
subgroup GHGLð2;CÞ, Wunram [W] associated to each irreducible exceptional curve an
indecomposable reflexive module, which are said to be special by Riemenschneider [R1],
[R3]. Moreover, Wunram generalized the ‘multiplication formula’ by Esnault and Knörrer
[EK] which describes the tensor property of the original McKay correspondence in terms of
reflexive modules and full sheaves. In this section, we recall these results of Wunram which
are essential to our argument. Let f : Y ! X ¼ C2=G be the minimal resolution and F the
fundamental cycle.

Definition 4.1 ([R1]). A full sheaf M on Y is said to be special if

R1f
ðM4Þð¼H 1ðM4ÞÞ ¼ 0:

A reflexive module on X (or representation of G) is said to be special if the corresponding
full sheaf is special.

Note that if GH SLð2;CÞ, then all the reflexive modules are special (see Lemma 2.1).
Note also that the trivial representation is always special.

Theorem 4.2 (Wunram, [W]). There is a bijective correspondence of (isomorphism

classes of ) non-trivial indecomposable special reflexive modules Mi to irreducible exceptional

curves Ei such that c1ðfMiMiÞ:Ej ¼ dij. The rank of Mi is ri ¼ c1ðfMiMiÞ:F , the coe‰cient of Ei in

the fundamental cycle F.

Here we recall the construction of Mi in the above theorem. Let Di be a curve on Y

which intersects the exceptional locus transversely at one point in Ei. Take a minimal set
of generators j1; . . . ; jr of f
OD as an OX -module and letNi be the kernel of the surjection
Olr

Y ! OD given by ðj1; . . . ; jrÞ. Then it is easy to see thatMi :¼ N4
i is the desired special

full sheaf. As a consequence, Mi is constructed via an exact sequence

0! ðfMiMiÞ4! Olr
Y ! ODi

! 0:ð4:1Þ

Notation 4.3. We denote by fr0; r1; . . . ; rng the set of the irreducible representations
of G. We assume that r0 is the trivial representation and that ri is special if and only if
iem (therefore mþ 1 is the number of the special irreducible representations). Mi denotes
the reflexive module corresponding to ri for 0e ie n. Theorem 4.2 associates an irreduc-
ible exceptional curve Ei to Mi for 1e iem.

Next we shall review the ‘multiplication formula’, Theorem 1.3 in [W]. Let

0! KC2 ! W1
C2 ! OC2 ! O0 ! 0ð4:2Þ
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be the Koszul complex of m ¼ m0;C2 , which is G-equivariant. For an irreducible represen-
tation r of G and the corresponding reflexive module M, tensor the Koszul complex (4.2)
with r
 and take the G-invariant part. Then we obtain a complex (the Auslander-Reiten
sequence)

0! tðMÞ ! NM ! M ! 0ð4:3Þ

of reflexive modules on X , where tðMÞ ¼ ðMnoX Þ44 and NM ¼ ðM nW1
X Þ

44. Note that
(4.3) is exact unless M GOX . In the case M ¼ OX , we have an exact sequence

0! tðOX Þð¼oX Þ ! NOX
! OX ! O0 ! 0:ð4:4Þ

The multiplication formula is stated as follows.

Theorem 4.4 (Wunram, [W]). For an indecomposable reflexive module Mi, we have

c1ðgNMi
NMi

Þ � c1ðfMiMiÞ � c1
�
tðMiÞ

�
¼

�F if i ¼ 0;

Ei if 1e iem;

0 if m < ie n:

8<
:g

We shall give the proof of this after restating the theorem in terms of a derived
functor in the next section.

5. Correspondence of sheaves with compact support

In this section, we translate the multiplication formula into derived category language
and moreover give a proof of it because it is essential to our arguments. Let DcðY Þ denote
the derived category of coherent sheaves with compact support on Y and DG

c ðC2Þ the de-
rived category of G-equivariant coherent sheaves with compact support on C2 (see [BKR]).
We define a functor C: DG

c ðC2Þ ! DcðY Þ by

Cð�Þ :¼ ½ p
Lq
ð�Þ�G:

Note p is finite and hence p
 is exact. Then the refined version of multiplication formula
can be stated as below. This is a generalization of [KV], Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 5.1. Let ri be an irreducible representation of G indexed as in Notation 4.3.
Denote by O0 the skyscraper sheaf C at 0 A C2 and by F the fundamental cycle. Then, we have

CðO0n r

i ÞG

OEi
ð�1Þ½1� if 1e iem;

OF if i ¼ 0;

0 if m < ie n;

8<
:

where OEi
ð�1Þ is the line bundle of degree �1 on Ei GP1 and ½�� means the shift of a complex.

Proof. Lq
ðO0n r

i Þ is defined by replacing O0n r


i by its (equivariant) locally free
resolution. We can calculate this by taking the Koszul complex (4.2) tensored with r


i ; thus
CðOo n r


i Þ is given by the complex

0!
�
p
q


ðKC2 n r

i Þ
�G !

�
p
q


ðW1
C2 n r


i Þ
�G !

�
p
q


ðOC2 n r

i Þ
�G ! 0:
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By virtue of Corollary 3.2, this is a complex of full sheaves and hence coincides with the
complex

0! tðMiÞg !j gNMi
NMi

!c fMiMi ! 0;ð5:1Þ

the torsion-free pull back of (4.3). Since j is always injective, we have

C jðO0n r

i Þ ¼ 0 ð j3 0;�1Þð5:2Þ

for arbitrary i, whereC jð�Þ denotes the j-th cohomology sheaf of the complexCð�Þ. From
the exactness of (4.3) (when i3 0) and (4.4) (when i ¼ 0), we deduce

C0ðO0n r

i Þð¼cokercÞG

0 if i3 0;

OF if i ¼ 0:

�
ð5:3Þ

Putting

Fi ¼ Cð�1ÞðO0n r

i Þð¼kerc=Im jÞ;

we shall determine these sheaves. Note that

suppðFiÞLFðset-theoriticallyÞ;ð5:4Þ

H 0ðFiÞ ¼ H 1ðFiÞ ¼ 0;ð5:5Þ

Fi is purely of dimension 1 ðif it is non-zeroÞ:ð5:6Þ

(5.4) and (5.5) follow from the exactness of (4.3) (or (4.4)) and the rationality of the sin-
gularity. (5.6) is a consequence of (5.5) and also of the definition of Fi as a quotient of a
locally free sheaf by its locally free subsheaf of the same rank.

As a first step, we shall show the statement of Theorem 4.4:

c1ðFiÞ ¼
Ei if 1e iem;

0 otherwise.

�
ð5:7Þ

To do this along Wunram’s idea, we calculate p
Lq

ðO0Þ by using the Koszul complex (4.2);

p
Lq

ðO0Þ is given by

0! RnC detðr

natÞ ! RnC r


nat ! R ! 0;ð5:8Þ

where R ¼ p
OZ and rnat denotes the 2-dimensional representation given by the inclusion
GHGLð2;CÞ. On the other hand, we have a decomposition

p
Lq

ðO0Þ ¼

Ln
i¼0

CðO0n r

i ÞnC rið5:9Þ

with respect to the G-action. Since the alternating sum of the first Chern classes of sheaves
in (5.8) is 0, we can deduce from (5.2), (5.3) and (5.9) that

Pn
i¼0

ðdim riÞc1ðFiÞ ¼ c1
�
C0ðO0n r0Þ

�
¼ F ¼

Pm
i¼1

riEi:
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In this equation, each c1ðFiÞ ð0e ie nÞ is represented by an e¤ective divisor supported by
the exceptional locus by virtue of (5.4), and we have ri ¼ dim ri for 1e iem as in Theo-
rem 4.2. Thus (5.7) is proved if we show suppðFiÞMEi for 1e iem.

We note that (4.3) is non-split by virtue of the non-splitness of the Koszul complex
(4.2). On the other hand, for the special reflexive module Mi ð1e iemÞ, we have

Ext1OY

�fMiMi; tðMiÞ
�
¼ 0g

since H 1ðfMiMiÞ4¼ 0 (speciality) and since tðMiÞg is generated by global sections. It follows
that (5.1) is non-exact for 1e i em and we have

03Ext1OY
ðfMiMi; kercÞGExt1OY

ðfMiMi;FiÞ:

From the construction (4.1) of Mi ð1e iemÞ, we obtain an exact sequence

0! ðfMiMiÞ4nFi ! Flr
i ! Fi nODi

! 0:

We have H 1ðFiÞ ¼ 0 by (5.5), H 1
�
ðfMiMiÞ4nFi

�
3 0 and hence H 0ðFi nODi

Þ3 0 by the
above exact sequence. This implies suppðFiÞXDi 3j and hence suppðFiÞMEi. (See (5.4)
and (5.6).) Thus we have proved (5.7).

Now (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) imply

Fi G
OEi

ð�1Þ if 1e iem;

0 otherwise.

�

This, together with (5.2) and (5.3), proves our assertion. r

6. An adjoint functor

In this section, we consider a correspondence in the opposite direction. We have a
commutative diagram

Y � C2 ���!p
C2

C2

pY

???y
???yp

Y ���!f X ¼ C2=G

where pY and pC2 denote the projections. We defined the functor C: DG
c ðC2Þ ! DcðY Þ so

that

Cð�Þ :¼ ½ p
Lq
ð�Þ�G ¼
�
RpY 


�
OZn

L

O
Y�C2

p

C2ð�Þ

��G
:

Let F: DcðY Þ ! DG
c ðC2Þ denote the functor in the other direction defined as

Fð�Þ :¼ RpC2

�
O4
Z n

L

p

Y ð�n r0Þn ðp


C2KC2Þ
�
½2�;
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where

O4
Z ¼ RHomO

Y�C2
ðOZ;OY�C2Þ

is the derived dual of OZ and where �n r0 denotes the functor

DcðYÞ ! DG
c ðY Þ

attaching the trivial G-action. (In the notation DG
c ðY Þ, we consider G-equivariant coherent

sheaves with respect to the trivial G-action on Y .) Then we have

Lemma 6.1. C is a left adjoint of F.

Proof. This can be proved as in [BKR]:

HomDcðY Þ
�
CðwÞ;y

�
GHomDcðY Þ

��
RpY 


�
OZn

L

O
Y�C2

p

C2ðwÞ

��G
;y

�
GHomDG

c ðY Þ
�
RpY 


�
OZn

L

O
Y�C2

p

C2ðwÞ

�
;yn r0

�
GHomDGðY�C2Þ

�
OZn

L

O
Y�C2

p

C2ðwÞ; p


Y ðyn r0Þn ðp

C2KC2Þ½2�

�
GHomDGðY�C2Þ

�
p


C2ðwÞ;O4
Z n

L

p

Y ðyn r0Þn ðp


C2KC2Þ½2�
�

GHomDG
c ðC2Þ

�
w;RpC2


�
O4
Z n

L

p

Y ðyn r0Þn ðp


C2KC2Þ½2�
��

GHomDG
c ðC2Þ

�
w;FðyÞ

�
:

Here, the third isomorphism is the equivariant Grothendieck duality (see [BKR]) for pY ,

which can be applied since OZ n
L

O
Y�C2

p

C2ðwÞ has proper support over Y . The other ad-

junctions are rather standard ([BKR]). r

In the case GH SLð2;CÞ, C and F give equivalence of categories as in [KV] and
[BKR]. If GS SLð2;CÞ, CðO0n r


i ÞG 0 for a non-special irreducible representation ri
and hence C is not an equivalence. But we have the following.

Theorem 6.2. F is fully faithful.

Proof. We can follow the argument in [BKR]. We have the inequality

dimY �X Y e 2,

which is sharper than the one assumed in [BKR]. Therefore, we can apply the intersection
theorem without using the vanishing of G-Ext2O

C2
ðOZy1

;OZy2
Þ ðy13 y2 AY Þ. r
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7. Representations constructed from ideals

In this section, we shall establish a Ito-Nakamura type correspondence using the re-
sults in the previous sections. We use Lemma 6.1 in the form

Homk
DcðY Þ

�
CðO0n r


i Þ;Oy

�
GHomk

DG
c ðC2Þ

�
O0n r


i ;FðOyÞ
�
;ð7:1Þ

where O0 and Oy are the structure sheaves of f0gHC2 and fygHY respectively. As for
the left hand side of (7.1), we have calculated CðO0n r


i Þ in Theorem 5.1. For the right
hand side, the definition of F implies

FðOyÞ ¼ O4
Zy

nKC2 ½2�ðGoZy
Þ;ð7:2Þ

where Zy is the subscheme of C2 corresponding to y and O4
Zy

¼ RHomO
C2
ðOZy

;OC2Þ is the
derived dual on C2.

From (7.1), Theorem 5.1 and (7.2), we deduce that for 1e iem,

Extk�1OY

�
OEi

ð�1Þ;Oy

�
GHomk

DG
c ðC2ÞðO0nC r


i ;O
4
Zy
nKC2 ½2�Þð7:3Þ

GHomk
DG

c ðC2Þ
�
OZy

; ðO0nC r

i Þ
4nKC2 ½2�

�
GHomk

DG
c ðC2Þ

�
OZy

; ðO0nC riÞ
�

¼ G-ExtkO
C2
ðOZy

;O0nC riÞ

where ðO0nC r

i Þ
4 is also the derived dual on C2. Note that the third isomorphism above

is given by the duality for f0g ,! C2 (which can easily be verified by using the Koszul com-
plex (4.2)). Similarly, we have

ExtkOY
ðOF ;OyÞGG-ExtkO

C2
ðOZy

;O0nC r0Þð7:4Þ

and

0GG-ExtkO
C2
ðOZy

;O0nC riÞ ðm < ie nÞ:ð7:5Þ

Put k ¼ 1 in (7.3), (7.4) and (7.5). Then we deduce that G-Ext1O
C2
ðOZy

;O0nC riÞ is non-
zero (then is 1-dimensional) if and only if

ði ¼ 0 and y A FÞ or ð1e iem and y A EiÞ:

If we have a non-trivial G-equivariant extension

0! O0nC ri ! F ! OZy
! 0;

we can lift 1 A OZy
to an invariant section s of F. Then the non-triviality of the extension
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and the irreducibility of ri induce thatF is generated by s as an OC2 -module. ThereforeF
is of the form

FGOC2=J

with mIy L J L Iy and Iy=J GO0n ri. Thus we obtain

Theorem 7.1. Denote by Iy the ideal corresponding to y AY and by m the maximal

ideal of OC2 corresponding to the origin 0. If y is in the exceptional locus, then we have an

isomorphism

Iy=mIy G
ri l r0 if y A Ei; and y B Ej for j3 i;

ri l rj l r0 if y A Ei XEj;

�

as representations of G, where ri is the special representation associated with the irreducible

exceptional curve Ei.

We can also calculate the socle of OZy
. By Serre duality we have

G-ExtkO
C2
ðOZy

;O0n rÞGG-Ext2�k
O

C2
ðO0n rnK 


C2 ;OZy
Þ

GG-Ext2�k
O

C2
ðO0n rn det rnat;OZy

Þ:

Thus by putting k ¼ 2 in (7.3), (7.4) and (7.5) we obtain

Theorem 7.2. Under the same notation as in the previous theorem, the socle of OZy
is

ðIy : mÞ=Iy G
ri n det rnat if y A Ei, and y B Ej for j3 i;

ðri l rjÞn det rnat if y A Ei XEj:

�

8. Connectedness of G-Hilb(CCC2)

In this section, we prove the connectedness.

Theorem 8.1. G-HilbðC2Þ is connected.

Proof. We shall show that Y ¼ G-Hilb. Assume to the contrary that there exists a
G-cluster ½Z� A G-HilbðC2ÞnY . We consider CðO4

Z nKC2 ½2�Þ under the notation of the pre-
vious sections. Since O4

Z nKC2 ½2�GoZ is a sheaf, CðO4
Z nKC2 ½2�Þ is given by a complex

0! gN�2N�2 !j gN�1N�1 !c fN 0N 0 ! 0ð8:1Þ

of full sheaves on Y .

From the assumption ½Z� B Y , we deduce that for any y AY ,

HomDcðYÞ
�
CðO4

Z nKC2 ½2�Þ;Oy

�
GHomDG

c ðC2Þ
�
O4

Z nKC2 ½2�;FðOyÞ
�

GHomDG
c ðC2ÞðO4

Z nKC2 ½2�;O4
Zy

nKC2 ½2�Þ

GHomDG
c ðC2ÞðOZy

;OZÞ ¼ 0:
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It follows that c is surjective and hence that

CðO4
Z nKC2 ½2�Þ ¼ F½1�;

where

F :¼ kerc=im j:

We shall calculate H 1ðFÞ. Since (8.1) is a complex of acyclic sheaves, we can calculate the
cohomology of F by taking global sections of (8.1):

H 1ðFÞG coker f
c: N
�1 ! N 0:

Since H 0ðOZÞ is a regular representation of G, so is H 0ðO4
Z nKC2 ½2�ÞGH 0ðOZÞ
 and

we see coker f
cG
�
H 0ðO4

Z nKC2 ½2�Þ
�G ¼ C. As a consequence, we have H 1ðFÞ3 0 and

hence dim suppðFÞ ¼ 1. Therefore c1ðFÞ3 0 in the Picard group.

On the other hand, the first Chern class (in the Picard group) of a sheaf (or a complex)
can be determined by its class in the Grothendieck group and hence we have

c1ðFÞ ¼ �c1
�
CðO4

Z nKC2 ½2�Þ
�

¼ �
Pn
i¼0

ðdim riÞc1
�
Cðr


i nO0Þ
�
¼ 0

by Theorem 5.1. Thus we have met a contradiction. r
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